Newable Advice Programmes
Supporting UK Businesses
Integrated business support solutions

Introducing Newable
Newable works with businesses at the heart
of the UK economy — the small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) that represent 99% of
all businesses and account for £1.9tr or 51% of
private sector turnover.
Newable helps these companies unleash
potential, build resilience and thrive by providing
the vital resources they need across Money,
Workspace and Advice to take the next step with
their business.
Money – Whether patient capital to help get ideas to scale
or financing to help with the peaks and troughs of trading, to
hire new staff and operationalise growth plans.
Workspace – We create brand new homes for businesses
and provide flexible offices across 40+ business centres
from Aberdeen to Brighton.
Advice – No one can do everything on their own. Many need
external support to commercialise products, get trading
overseas or develop new management capability.
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Values drive our business
Newable is a values driven business. Our values
guide how we work and with whom we work.

Dream big

Get going

They guide our teams to create new products and
services to help UK SMEs grow and thrive.
Every year, we create and improve our products
and services to meet the needs of growing,
ambitious businesses.

Grow together
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Always improve

Pass it on
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Aberdeen 2

2 Edinburgh

Glasgow

UK wide coverage
of support

2 Newcastle

We have offices across the UK, designed
to provide a network of support for SMEs.
Newable offers seven offices in London,
Whiteley, Manchester, two in Cardiff, St
Asaph and Leeds, while our Workspace
division has over 35 centres from Aberdeen
to Brighton, offering affordable, flexible
office space for ambitious businesses.
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3 KEY AREAS OF SUPPORT

Advice value proposition
Integrated advice solutions for
greater social and economic impact
Newable designs and implements end-to-end
business support programmes for public and private
sector organisations aimed at adding value to SMEs
and delivering measurable social and economic
impact.
Our programmes are developed in partnership with
our clients and designed to help them achieve their
strategic objectives. Based on a holistic approach
integrating expert advice, event curation, brand
and programme management, our advice solutions
enable a structured customer journey for business
growth while delivering economic objectives and
results for the funder.
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Events
Full one-to-many advice service
focusing on content creation, event
curation and brand management.

Advice
Expert advice provided by a
team of 100+ advisers with sector
specialisms across international
trade, innovation and general
business support.

Programmes
Specialised end-to-end programme
management service including
programme design, budget and
stakeholder management
and in-depth reporting.
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OUR KEY PARTNERS

The UK’s innovation agency. Newable has been
delivering regional and national business support
programmes for Innovate UK and Innovate UK EDGE
in London and across the UK for more than 10 years.

Our experience
Founded in 1982, Newable has 600 dedicated staff
across 7 offices. We specialise in developing and
delivering programmes designed to support ambitious
businesses.
Newable is synonymous with building business confidence – we are
a trusted delivery partner that government and business turn to
when they need effective business solutions. From global corporates
to sub-national bodies and everything in between, Newable has a
tremendous amount of experience providing impact in this arena
around the world.
Working with over 43,000 companies a year means we generate real
‘company level’ insights. Newable leverages this insight to engage
with local and national government to ensure policy and programmes
meet SME needs.

The UK’s government department responsible
for promoting international trade and investment.
Newable has been the DIT’s delivery partner across
London and the South East of England since 2005.
The devolved Government of Wales. Newable Group
has been delivering the flagship Accelerated Growth
Support and International Trade Development
programmes for the Welsh Government since 2014.
Newable Group works with LEPs across London,
South East, North East and North West of England to
deliver programmes focusing on peer network, post
EU transition, access to finance and scaling up.
Upper-tier local authority for the non-metropolitan
county of Lancashire. Newable Group works in
partnership with LCC to help new and existing
businesses in the county achieve their growth potential.
Local Enterprise Partnership for the Leeds City Region.
Newable Group works with LCREP to help SMEs and
Social Enterprises in the region better understand
the full and diverse range of finance options.
Newable has worked in partnership with JP Morgan
Chase since 2015 to deliver social impact programmes
aimed at helping London SMEs grow through access
to supply chain and procurement opportunities.
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Enabling global trade
and investment
We have a wealth of experience supporting new and
established exporters achieve international success by
nature of our close relationship with the Department for
International Trade (DIT) and the Welsh Government’s
International Trade Division (ITD).
Our network of 70+ International Trade Advisers (ITAs) work in sector
specialist teams, helping ambitious UK companies grow their overseas
business with free, tailored export support and advice, in-market
introductions and assistance with international trade fairs.
These sector teams bring to the table diverse industry backgrounds
and are well connected, allowing Newable to maintain relationships and
work closely with industry, associations and government. These ties
with key stakeholders are an essential source of lead generation and
bolster our ability to provide relevant content and thought leadership
for our clients.

2005

100%

We have been a major DIT
and ITD delivery partner
for the last 15 years

Track record of meeting
and beating stretch
targets set by DIT

70

40%

ITAs providing insight,
ensuring relevant content
and delivering outcomes

Of the UK’s new
exporters are delivered
from our two service
regions in England

1,526

£1.7bn

International sales
achieved by UK businesses
with our support

The export value
generated by our team
in the last FY during COVID

See how Newable supports international trade here.
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Our sector expertise
Newable International Trade Advisers bring extensive
industry experience working for a huge variety of
international clients, over a number of different sectors,
ranging from SMEs to high net-worth individuals, through
to Global 500 companies. We work with 100+ key
stakeholders across these sectors.

Consumer

Technology

Advanced
Engineering &
Manufacturing

Infrastructure
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Creative & Digital

Business &
Professional
Services

Fashion
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14.1% TECHNOLOGY, DIGITAL, SOFTWARE
11.3% BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

8.6% CONSUMER GOODS, RETAIL

7.3% FOOD & DRINK

Ability to engage
with SMEs - Sectors
Our database includes information on
c.80,000 companies across the UK from
over 50 different industry segments.

4.2% CREATIVE, GAMING, APPS, EXPERIENCE ECONOMY
3.9% HEALTHCARE, LIFE SCIENCES, PHARMA
3.9% EDUCATION
3.5% INFRASTRUCTURE, CONSTRUCTION, ENGINEERING
3.4% FASHION
NEWABLE ADVICE
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Our business and
innovation support teams
Every business needs good advice, especially during these
unprecedented times. That’s why we have a range of
professional business support services to help businesses
grow, sustain and innovate.

Scale-up
Investor Readiness
Access to Finance
Mentoring and Peer Support
Brokerage
Innovation Network Access
Grants Deployment

NEWABLE ADVICE
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KEY RESULTS IN FY 2020/2021

Our Events capability
Newable Business Events designs, promotes and
delivers integrated one-to-many advice programmes
aimed at helping SMEs grow and generate measurable
economic impact in close cooperation with our adviser
and programme teams.
Each year, our dedicated Events team plans, promotes and
executes over 200 virtual and in person B2B events to support the
delivery of our integrated business support programmes, actively
contributing to contractual outcomes delivered by Newable.
Newable Business Events is an in-house agency with the ability to
work across multiple accounts and funders. They provide endto-end event and marketing support across all our programmes
focusing on content curation, promotional outreach, brand
compliance, lead generation and documenting impact through
blogs, case studies and success stories.
The team has access to bespoke automated event management
systems and extensive experience organising all types of business
events across multiple platforms, from webinars to full-day master
classes, conferences and complex multi-day B2B activities.
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237

Dedicated Events
and Marketing Team

Virtual events organised

13,837

8,330

Event registrations

Event attendees

94%

81

Average delegate
positive feedback

Case studies, videos
and blogs produced
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Ability to engage with
SMEs – Geography

Scotland – 3.0%

UK Regional
Breakdown

London Region
Breakdown

North East – 2.0%
Northern Ireland – 0.4%
Isle of Man – 0.02%
Yorkshire & Humber – 4.6%

N – 1%

North West – 14.0%
East Midlands – 3.4%

NW – 5%

E – 6%

WC – 8%

EC – 25%

W – 35%

East of England – 6.3%

West Midlands – 7.3%
Wales – 0.9%
London – 42.2%

SE – 12%
SW – 9%

South West – 4.5%
South East – 11.2%

Channel Islands – 0.1%
NEWABLE ADVICE
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The impact of the
post EU Transition
Whether they are selling into the EU and need to adjust their
strategy to the new relationship to maintain market share
or thinking of expanding into other markets beyond Europe,
SMEs need expert guidance and support to successfully
navigate this huge change in our trading policy.
Our International Trade Advisers have a wealth of experience supporting
SMEs start exporting or break into new markets and are perfectly
placed to help companies address post EU Transition issues. In 2019, we
delivered 24 ‘Get Ready for Brexit’ workshops for the DIT, advising
525 SMEs across London and the South East.
Between January and March 2021, we delivered a range of Post-EU
Transition services on behalf the London Business Hub, Oxfordshire LEP,
Enterprise M3 LEP, Solent LEP and Coast 2 Capital LEP. We offered
1,427 SMEs specialist advice provided by our 12 experienced EU
Transition Advisers, and organised 8 virtual events on key EU Transition
topics. We continue to provide this service on behalf of Oxfordshire LEP,
Enterprise M3 LEP and Solent LEP in the first quarter of FY 2021/2022.
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There are vast amounts of
customs guidance available now,
but it’s often difficult to determine
what’s specifically relevant to your
organisation. Duncan at Newable took
the time to understand what we do at
RS Aqua and, therefore, which customs
procedures are relevant to us before
providing valuable reassurance and
contacts to fill any gaps. It’s like having
your own customs concierge! Highly
recommended!”
KEVIN KINGHORN
DIRECTOR OF COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS
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Integrated Business Support

NEWABLE ADVICE
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Overview
Newable enables funders to offer their
SME audiences a structured business
support journey designed to meet the
funder’s strategic goals and deliver
measurable social and economic results.

Our core offering spans the following support services which are packaged and tailored to the
programme needs:

Programme Design
We co-design the business support programme with the funder focusing on
their goals
Activity Delivery
We provide a mixed delivery model of activities that drives results for SMEs
and meets the funder’s objectives
Evidencing Impact
Our regular reports evidence all programme inputs and outcomes on time
and on budget

NEWABLE ADVICE
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Programme Design
Integrated business support
solutions tailored to the
funder’s needs and objectives

Newable offers over 35 years’ experience designing impactful business advice programmes for
public and private sector. All our business solutions are based on our excellent insight into SME
needs and are co-developed with the funders. Our sector approach helps to tailor programmes
further when appropriate.
Our programme design services include the following steps:

— Discussing with the funder their strategic objectives and requirements
— Helping funders identify the key current needs in their SME community
— Building integrated, needs-based business advice solutions
— Identifying the key metrics to measure the programme impact
— Agreeing milestones and processes to provide funders with ongoing feedback
— Effectively managing compliance and budget

NEWABLE ADVICE
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Activity Delivery
Expert advice integrated with
professional event planning
and execution

Each year, Newable organises 200+ business events and delivers integrated business advice
programmes for key public and private sector clients. Our dedicated in-house Business Events
team provides end-to-end event management support across multiple accounts designed to
deliver impact on SMEs and measurable ROI for our funders.
Our services include:

— Planning activity based on the agreed objectives across a variety of event types
— Offering access to the best content through our advisers and wide pool of experts
— Designing integrated marketing campaigns aligned with the funder’s identity
— Offering access to advanced event management solutions
— Focusing on exceptional customer satisfaction and stakeholder management
— Providing ongoing reporting on key agreed programme metrics
— Documenting impact through case studies and success stories

NEWABLE ADVICE
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Evidencing Impact
Programme outcomes that
deliver measurable social and
economic impact

Newable understands the importance of evidencing the impact generated by our business advice
programmes for our funders. We capture clients’ feedback and document the transformation
achieved during the customer journey, regularly engage with funders to report on the programme
delivery and produce data-driven evaluation reports on the programme’s outcomes, social and
economic impact.
Our services include:

— Using advanced online solutions to capture programme outcomes i.e. DocuSign
— Collecting evidence to facilitate data-driven activity reviews
— Regularly reporting to our funders on delivery and key progress metrics
— Producing a final report to evidence programme’s impact, ROI and lessons learnt
— Providing SMEs with a bespoke aftercare support to facilitate continuous growth

NEWABLE ADVICE
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Outcomes from our programmes of support
Every year, Newable helps over 25,000 SMEs grow, innovate and expand their
international sales through a range of integrated business support programmes which
generate a significant social and economic impact. This experience and our capabilities
allow us to operate at scale.

Support

Outcomes FY 2020/2021

Combined Annual SME Support

Over 25,000 SMEs helped to access the space,
money and advice they needed to thrive

Trade support for SMEs in London, South East and Wales

1,526 export wins of a total value of £1.7bn facilitated by our advisers during
Coronavirus, 251 from new exporters in London and the South East

Intensive Innovation support in London

127 London businesses brought a new/improved product or
service to market with the support of our advisers

Access to finance and funding support for SMEs in London

£38m in funding and finance raised by 114 London
companies with the support of our advisers

Business support delivered through events

8,330 delegates attended our 237 virtual business events
with an average of 94% delegate positive feedback

NEWABLE ADVICE
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Social

Our commitment to
Social, Environmental and
Governance (ESG) objectives
Our mission at Newable is to make sustainable profits by
helping other businesses to thrive. We are committed to
an ambitious ESG strategy that is reflected in all business
support programmes we design and deliver for our funders.

Great workplace for
all our employees

Environmental

Promote equality,
diversity, inclusion
health, and wellbeing

Every business decision we make is driven by a focus on both our
sustainable growth and on optimising our business impact.
We are committed to acting responsibly across all of the activities we
undertake, the services we provide and in all of the markets in which we
operate. In this Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Strategy, we
outline our vision to:
— Contribute to economic development by helping other businesses to
thrive
— Deliver sustainability for a better world
— Operate transparently and responsibly in all that we do
Having a positive impact in all that we do has been at the very core of who
we are since our inception in 1982. Our company values define how we
deliver our programmes and services, how we engage with our clients and
customers, and how we operate internally.

NEWABLE ADVICE

Optimise our inputs and
reduce our outputs

Governance

Be an advocate for
sustainability

Maintain transparency
across our businesses
Operate responsible supply chains
Actively manage risks
and opportunities
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Social Impact programmes
Our mission is to help other businesses thrive, which we have
been doing since our formation in 1982. As part of this, we run
a number of socially focused programmes, which both help
businesses thrive and support inclusive social growth.
London Business Hub
The London Business Hub is a comprehensive business support programme
supported by the Mayor of London and delivered by Newable in partnership
with the Greater London Authority. It offers free support, advice and
mentoring to London SMEs from all sectors, with a focus on businesses from
underrepresented groups. The programme is delivered in five locations,
with a central hub in Vauxhall and four spokes in Tottenham, Greenwich,
Hammersmith and Woolwich. The London Business Hub has already seen
over 1,800 businesses benefiting from tailored 1-2-1 support provided by our
Business Advisers and more than 1,500 SMEs attending 64 events, with a
96.4% average positive feedback.
Enabling Enterprise: Creating Inclusive Supply Chains
This is the third programme delivered by Newable with the support of The
J.P Morgan Chase Foundation as part of their corporate social responsibility
activities. Since 2015, we have worked with The J.P Morgan Chase Foundation to
support local and under-served businesses from under represented groups. The
mission of this particular programme is to reduce inequalities by providing better
access to supply chains and procurement opportunities. ‘Enabling Enterprise:
Creating Inclusive Supply Chains’ is part of our commitment to promote diversity
and inclusion in the business community. (See the programme flyer here.)
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Global Young Innovators
Funded by Innovate UK and the Foreign, Commonwealth & Development
Office’s Official Development Activity, this innovative programme offers 60 of
the best and brightest young innovators aged 18 – 30 years from the UK and
South Africa a bespoke support journey to co-design joint business solutions
aimed at tackling five key global challenges. Newable designed and launched
this 3-to-9-month international programme in partnership with Exemplas and
two South African partners. The package of support included expert advice,
tailored coaching and financial support, access to a dedicated innovation
mentor, industry leadership training, five-day hackathon, five-day seed-funding
boot camp, ongoing webinar series and the chance to pitch for one of 15
available £10,000 grants. (See the Partner Toolkit here.)

Bringing together the best & brightest young
innovators to tackle global challenges
Delivered by
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Leveraging our advisers
to support Net Zero
Newable is uniquely positioned to support the government’s
Net Zero objective of reducing the UK’s net emissions of
greenhouse gases by 100% relative to 1990 levels by 2050 and
tune the UK into a net-zero emitter.
As a trusted adviser to tens of thousands of SMEs across the UK, Newable can
use its platform to encourage clients to start thinking about ways to reduce their
carbon footprint and advise on the tangible differences that can be made to the
environment even by the smallest of businesses. Over the last 12 months, Teju
Akande, one of our International Trade Adviser, has already started advising her
clients of the importance of net zero and the impact to their business.

“The reality is that SMEs with climate
action plans incorporated into their
business model will become the most
attractive suppliers to the host of
governments and multinationals with
decarbonisation plans, the increasing
climate conscious consumer base and the
growing number of financial institutions,
along with investors, now addressing
climate related risk”
Teju Akande, International Trade Adviser
(Energy and Infrastructure), Department
for International Trade

Teju has also created a report that outlines in detail what the net zero plan
means for UK businesses. The report explains how SMEs can incorporate
sustainability values into their business model while remaining competitive in
the global market place. It helps focus their attention on the impact, to their
business, of climate change, changing government legislation, customer/client
responses to their product and employee retention. It also enables them to
develop a response to how they can reduce their carbon footprint and review
their corporate branding to include alignment with net zero.
Based on the positive impact of one adviser’s actions, Newable has rolled out a
new protocol to train all our advisers on how to advise clients on Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) objectives, and incorporate this important
message in their regular engagements.

NEWABLE ADVICE

Download the report here
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CASE STUDY

995

Going Global in a Day
379 London and South East SMEs had the opportunity to
gain invaluable market insights on over 30 markets at the
virtual Going Global in a Day events organised by Newable in
March 2021.
How we helped
Following the success of the similar in person events in 2019, Newable
designed, promoted and delivered two virtual editions of the flagship
Going Global in a Day programme on the 2 & 3 March and 23 & 24 March
2021. The first event was open to businesses based in the South East of
England, the second to companies based in London. Overall, we received
651 applications for these two activities.
Our Events team worked closely with our Trade sector teams, the DIT
regional Core Teams and over 100 in-market experts to recruit the
commercial officers, set up and deliver these extremely complex virtual
events that, to accommodate for different time zones, ran across 16 hours
every day. 109 in-market experts from over 30 countries joined the two
sessions in early and late March.
A total of 995 pre-arranged virtual 20-minute meetings between SMEs and
market experts took place across the 4 days alongside 21 virtual market
update seminars. We also arranged for 4 HM Trade Commissioners to
provide the participants with a video update on the opportunities available
for UK businesses in their regions.
Highlights video in person Going Global in a Day October 2019
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Individual virtual
meetings

109

across 4 days
in March 2021

In-market experts
across 4 days
in March 2021

651
Applications

40+

across London and
the South East

Markets represented
across June and
October 2019

21
Virtual market
updates
across 4 days
in March 2021
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CASE STUDY

Welsh Government business
support programme

9,600+
jobs created

£375m
Investment/funding
attracted

How we helped

£262m
Exports generated

299
New “high potential”
start-ups
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Newable is the lead delivery partner on the Excelerator
Consortium that delivers Welsh Government’s Business
Wales “Accelerated Growth Programme”. This specialist
support programme is exclusively targeted at highgrowth SMEs and entrepreneurs with the potential for
exponential growth.

The programme offers an extensive range of support depending on the
specific growth constraints facing the business. These include 1-21 coaching with sector and growth specialists, master classes plus
professional advisory services.
Since its inception in 2014, the Accelerated Growth Programme has
worked with over entrepreneurs and growth-wish leaders in Wales
to help them grow their business faster, stronger for longer. Each
participating business is provided with a dedicated Relationship
Manager who curates business support work packages to address
their specific challenges.
The programme is seen as one of the most successful support
programmes ever run in Wales. Research from Cardiff Business
School showed that for every £1 spent on the programme by Welsh
Government, £17 is generated in the Welsh Economy.
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CASE STUDY
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Pitchfest
Newable leads the national rollout of this core Innovate
UK EDGE offering, aimed at helping innovative and highgrowth SMEs develop their investment proposition and get
investment-ready.
How we help

Events

387
Applications

Launched in November 2020, this flagship national programme is designed
and delivered by Newable and St John’s Innovation Centre across England,
Northern Ireland and Wales. The package of support includes two days of
intensive pitch training for selected high-growth SMEs, access to leading
pitch experts and training, wrap-around support provided by a dedicated
Innovation and Growth Specialist, critical feedback from real-world
investors, and introduction to active investor networks.
Newable is responsible for planning, promoting and delivering all 16 regional
Pitchfest events in partnership with selected regional Innovate UK EDGE
delivery partners, document the impact through case studies and success
stories and report to the funder on the programme’s impact and results.
Working closely with the Innovate UK EDGE Marketing team, our Newable
Events team has designed a library of bespoke branded promotional assets
and provided best practice guidance and support to help the Innovate UK
EDGE regional partners promote the Pitchfest offering in their region
(see marketing toolkit here).
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97%
Positive feedback

8,538
Page views

8
Regions
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Peer Networks

Lancashire

Newable Group delivered 5 Peer Networks programmes
funded by the Department for Business Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) across 5 different UK counties in the financial
year 2020/2021.

Lancashire

Peer Networks was launched by BEIS in the Autumn 2020 to enable SME
leaders grow and develop their organisation for future success through
interactive action learning and practical, no nonsense support from other
Black Country
local businesses. The programme is rolled out locally through the network of
LEPs, growth hubs and regional authorities and is aimed at helping business
leaders connect and collaboratively work with a diverse group of like-minded
people through action learning common business issues.

Greater Birmingham
Newable Group was appointed to organise and deliver 14 Peer Networks
and Solihull
cohorts by London Growth Hub, Cheshire & Warrington Growth Hub ,
Lancashire County Council, Manchester Growth Company and Sheffield City
Region.

ountry Worcestershire
C
k
c
la
B
All 117 participating business leaders were offered the possibility to
attend intensive networking sessions for a total of 18 hours of interactive
action and peer-to-peer learning led by our professional facilitators, and
most of them received 3.5 hours of bespoke 121 support provided by our
experienced business associates and advisers to build on the learning
achieved during the networking sessions.
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How we helped
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Why Newable?
Newable has over 35 years’ experience designing and
delivering successful business support programmes for
key local, national and international organisations.
We are a trusted partner across the UK public and private sector for
helping UK companies grow across the full life cycle of their business
journey. We have top advisers with a track record of delivery,
excellent event and marketing capacity and extensive programme
management experience across multiple funding streams. UK
Government departments and agencies, Welsh Government, LEPs,
local authorities across the UK and key private sector organisations
trust us to deliver their own business support programmes.

NEWABLE ADVICE
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Aligning Your Goals
with our Expertise

Please get in touch to discuss our business support
solutions and how we can help you with your objectives:

Newable is offering integrated business
advice built upon our proven capabilities
and expertise tailored to your needs.
We want to help you achieve greater
social and economic impact by
customising a package of support from
our offering that is aligned specifically to
your objectives.

NEWABLE NEXUS

Malcolm Cohen

Ketevan Moseshvili

Managing Director, Advice
Newable Limited
+44 20 7234 3042
Malcolm.Cohen@newable.co.uk

Managing Director, Business Development Advice
Newable Limited
+44 20 7940 1525
Ketevan.Moseshvili@newable.co.uk
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